
Food Service Wellness Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes 

3/18/16 

Topics Discusses: 

Students were asked to speak to other students to gauge the thoughts of the other students. 

We discussed the importance of breakfast and why everyone should eat a healthy breakfast.  

The students were polled to see how many eat breakfast.  The majority do eat breakfast.   Students like 

most items on the breakfast menu.  Especially like the yogurt parfait and waffles.  Some dislike the 

muffins and one student complained the bagels were chewy.  An additional complaint from the adults 

was that the cream cheese is difficult to spread on the bagels. 

Items students would like to see added to breakfast are Cookie Crisp cereal and blueberries for waffles.  

We are currently not able to add the cereal requested but we can add warm blueberries for waffles. 

The nurse asked if we could look into a grab and go breakfast for students who arrive late.  This is 

something we can explore but also we do offer breakfast for late students. 

We then discussed likes and dislikes of lunch: 

The students like pizza on Fridays, Chicken nuggets, Hot Dogs, some like the sweet potatoes, Grilled 

Cheese and Tomato Soup combo, and French Fries. 

They dislike the chicken Fajitas-the meat has too much fat. 

Things they would like to see added are Chicken Noodle Soup, Lasagna, a Spanish rice (yellow Rice, peas, 

carrots, and tomato sauce) and large pizza pies cut into triangle slices. 

We discussed our newer healthy options like the breaded chicken salad.  Most students just eat the 

chicken and not all of the salad.  Students like side salads but not a whole salad. 

A parent mentioned they prefer when we utilize ground turkey instead of ground beef for tacos.  We 

currently rotate between ground beef and turkey.  We can explore adding more turkey next year. 

The adults discussed the possibility of starting a garden.  We are working on a committee to get a 

garden running.  Although a garden will not provide the produce needed to operate the lunch program 

we do purchase local grown produce when we are able. 

We also discussed our application for the Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Grant for next year. 

 


